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Jeopardizing Vernacular Video 

Introduction 

 Scan the top three most watched videos on YouTube and you will find trio that could 

exemplify Henry Jenkins's conception of participatory culture: the convergence of “top-down” 

mainstream media production and individualized, “bottom-up” production and remediation1.  

With a little over 130 million views, Avril Lavigne's “Girlfriend” ranks third 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bg59q4puhmg).  Second with 133 million views is the 

“Evolution of Dance” by Judson Laipply (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMH0bHeiRNg).  

First all time with a 145 million views is “Charlie Bit My Finger—Again!” 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBlgSz8sSM)--a 56 second video of two British children, 

Charlie and Harry.  Harry is the owner of the offended finger, and Charlie is the offender.  

Conceived as a tryptich of participatory culture, we can slot these videos between provisional 

polarities of mainstream, big media and individualized, vernacular media.  Supported by Sony 

Music Group, Lavigne's “Girlfriend” represents old media interests.  On the far end, “Charlie Bit 

My Finger—Again!” represents what Howard Rhiengold calls vernacular video 

(http://vlog.rheingold.com/index.php/site/video/vernacular-video/>, characterized by consumer-

grade technology and emphasizing private and/or domestic scenes and conversational discourse 

styles.  The “Evolution of Dance” would fall between these polarities.  Laipply's gyrations on a 

public stage before a fixed camera conveys the low-tech approach to vernacular video-making 

while his enactment of popular dance routines encompasses a series of appropriations from big 

media producers.  

                                                
1 These rankings were obtained using YouTube's Most Watched Videos of All Time filtering 

(1/01/10). 
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 Yet this spectrum begins to strain when we look beyond the formal dimensions of these 

videos' production and distribution.  Yes, a technological continuum does seem to obtain among 

these videos.  “Charlie” relies on the same consumer camera-types as “Evolution of Dance,” and 

opposes the professional equipment used Lavigne's “Girlfriend.”  Yes, all three videos are 

YouTube videos by virtue of their aggregation (although “Girlfriend” is just as accessible in 

other outlets such as Yahoo Music and MTV).  Moreover, these three videos are all broadly 

participatory in that YouTube allows users to share, download, and reply to its content.  But how 

do we reconcile the disparities in content between the two vernacular videos--”Charlie” and 

“Evolution” under the rubric of participatory culture, let alone the disparities between “Charlie” 

and “Girlfriend”?  How is “Charlie” participating in comparison to “Evolution” and 

“Girlfriend”?  This article represents an initial attempt to focus these issues of participatory 

culture by deconstructing the complex of rhetorics summoned by “Charlie” in global, digital 

networks.  Of chief concern to me are those modes that often elude serious consideration in 

rhetorical analytics of digital media, modes that can be grouped under Malinowski's term phatic 

communion.  Phatic communion denotes forms of address that signal interactants sociability.  

Greetings, partings, chit chat, gossip fall under this rubric.   Some like Vincent Miller castigate 

the phatic as a pathological response the anomic effects of globalization and view “phatic media” 

such as Facebook and blogs as interferences to more deliberative and dialogic activities.  Patricia 

Lange's study of vloggers takes the opposite view.  Though she does not employ the term, 

Lange's emphasis on the mundane, personal, and intimate broadcasts of vloggers depends on the 

phatic dimensions of human exchange, and for Lange, such exchanges of vulnerability can lead 

to the building of digital communities with the power to effect social change.  Though these two 

positions have their merits, I contend that both fall short in significant ways.  While Miller 
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brackets the phatic within a necessary framework of globalization, he overdetermines the 

macrosociological forces at play, neglecting the immense unevenness of globalization (see 

Castells Rise of the Network Society) and the “thickening” of social relationships in digital 

network cultures (see Benkler 357).  On her part, Lange, while crediting the mobilizing power of 

the phatic in vloggs, does not fully interrogate the conditions that make phatic transactions 

possible, taking for granted that images of vulnerability are essentially motivating.  This essay 

seeks to re-assess the role of the phatic dominant in vernacular video texts, tracing how the 

conditions of globalized network cultures foment phatic scenes of address and how phatic 

maneuvers initiate and sustain online sociality.  Doing so will afford a more fine-grained 

perspective of the vernacular pragmatics participatory video culture and point a way for 

practitioners and video producers to marshall popular but ostensibly ephemeral texts such as 

“Charlie” for more deliberative and civically-engaged agendas.   

Global-Local-Interpersonal: A Methodology of Convergence 

 As Joshua Green and Jean Burgess point out, one of the great challenges in studying 

video phenomena such as YouTube is the immense scale of social networking communities and 

and extreme variability in video texts (Green and Burgess 6—10).  How do we analytically pin 

down a video text, even one so notable as “Charlie Bit My Finger—Again!”, rendered so motile 

by virtue of online video's capacity to be shared, linked, downloaded, embedded, duplicated, and 

re-edited as these actions themselves precipitate shifts in reception.  Perhaps a viral campaign 

has infected you inbox with “Charlie.”  Maybe a friend has chosen “Charlie” as her video de jeur 

on her Facebook page.  Perhaps water cooler talk touched on the subject of YouTube's most 

watched video of all time, prompting you to check it out and say, “It has how many views?  The 

video of the angry cat is much more entertaining 
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(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hPxGmTGarM&feature=related).”  I submit that the 

conundrums of scale and motility presented by online video also provides the basis of a 

methodological solution centered around the concept of convergence.  I do not here refer directly 

to Henry Jenkins' notion of convergence culture, wherein consumer access to media production 

technologies has resulted in a mass cross-pollination of forms—big media producers appropriate 

vernacular stylings and vernacular producers poach big media texts.  Although these possibilities 

factor into my formulation, my notion of convergence centers on the mixed modularity of online 

video as a technological and rhetorical substrate.   

 I have already suggested the technological modularity of online video.  Because it is a 

digital signal, online video can be stored, transmitted, copied, re-encoded into multiple formats,  

manipulated with editing software, and combined with other videos or with other digital 

environments such as Flash or HTML.  At the formal level of 1s and 0s and electricity, online 

video is essentially modular.  Rhetorically-speaking, however, current practices of online video 

contributes to a mixed modularity.  While a video might be replicated in innumerable digital 

venues, its specific content makes it a discreet object, an archived moment in time.  In this sense, 

every online video is exceptional.  That online videos are also supremely accessible (at least to 

those with high speed Internet), this exceptional status has shifted rhetorical strategies, most 

notably in the area of evidence.  When discussing a video, one can simply show or link to the 

video, letting the video itself function as its own exposition and narration.  Moreover, in certain 

rhetorical situations, the video can evidence itself.  To proffer a mundane example, one can ask 

“Have you seen the video of the Filipino prisoners doing 'Thriller'?  No?  Here's the link: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMnk7lh9M3o.” 

 We discern a similar incident in a series of comments posted to “Charlie”: 
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 LasselLundster 

whyyyyyyyy WHYYY DOES THIS HAVE NEARLY 150 MILLION VIEWS; 

WHYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY 

 Ovacative87 

LasseLundster asks “whyyyyyyyy . . .” seemingly lamenting this video's popularity as if to decry 

its wholesomeness. 

Becausessssse its a sociological phenomenon.  So get over it, study it, and learn. 

This vid preserves the extensive facial expressions and non-verbal communication of two very 

young siblings.  It speaks reams.  You really should be Y-ing the other 100-mil plus vids instead, 

nore of the are the pop mall-rat zit-face-popularist trivial crap you might have been looking for in 

this one. 

 followin1010 

@Ovacative87 

well said.  

(http://www.youtube.com/comment_servlet?all_comments&v=_OBlgSz8sSM&fromurl=/watch

%3Fv%3D_OBlgSz8sSM).    

 Ovocative87's post comprises a definitional argument.  Wholesomeness “speaks reams” 

and this has resulted in a sociological phenomenon.  Moreover, a wholesome video is superior to 

mainstream videos that take their cues from popular consumer culture.  But where is the warrant 

for these claims?  An unforgiving assessment would note that Ovacative87's has no substantive 

warrant and that this argument relies on opinion and tautology.  “Charlie” is a “sociological 

phenomenon” because it is a “sociological phenomenon.”  The warrant, though perhaps faulty in 
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a traditional sense, is the video itself.  The wholesomeness is obvious in the family scene 

presented and requires no further explanation.  One might reduce this practice to a conversational 

shorthand or even a degraded for of dialogue; however, I would argue that we can also view this 

practice as an innovation of evidentiary procedures whose potential is open to both “bad” and 

“good” arguments.  The formal modularity of online video allows for the presentation of video 

evidence in its archival particularity.  In other words, it can function as visual proof.  In addition, 

the formal modularity of “Charlie” also confers new evidentiary weight to its own citationality.  

Due to YouTube's prioritizing of view counts, the more that “Charlie” is played, the more that 

“Charlie” is cited as itself, the higher its profile.  Ovacative87's claim then is only partly 

fallacious.  “Charlie” is a sociological phenomenon because its high view counts has made and 

continues to make it one.  

 At the same time, however, “Charlie” and other online videos also hold the status of 

online videos.  Vernacular videos in particular are often considered YouTube or YouTube-like 

videos, even though the institution of YouTube does not, as its main business, produce videos; it 

aggregates and promotes them.  Thus, every online video is also an example of the overarching 

system that hosts and distributes it.  Anthony Giddens' discussion of “expert systems” becomes 

instructive here.  According to Giddens, the emergence of expert systems represents a 

distinguishing aspect of modernity.  Expert systems refer to institutions of specialized knowledge 

and training that the everyday users must trust to work properly even though they have only a 

limited understanding of these systems and are generally distantiated from their operations in 

time and space (Consequences of Modernity 21-28).  One example is the traffic system.  Most 

people do not know how local transportation systems work or who runs it, but they trust that 

traffic lights and crossing signals will operate as they should when they start their cars.  The 
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notions that people trust “things will work as they should” suggests that expert systems rely on 

habitual expectations, reinforcing these expectations when they are met.  This further implies that 

extensions of trust to expert systems also carry with them social legitimation.  YouTube easily 

conforms to the notion of expert systems.  While YouTube attracts millions of viewers and 

uploaders, few engage with YouTube with an active awareness of its technical, economic, and 

legal intricacies.  Nevertheless, they trust that their videos will play and upload.  Yet, by 

circulating in the expert system of YouTube, these videos acquire a categorical visibility which 

conditions their reception.  Considering the reach of YouTube, a video posted there becomes a 

global video, even though its content may be idiosyncratic to a specific household.  It also 

becomes a generic video as search engines group videos according to tags and people attempt to 

replicate videos they have seen.  A video also becomes temporally constrained by YouTube's ten 

minute time limit.  In short, while each video has its own particularity, it also slots into a 

delimited digital architecture, conditioning this infrastructure as the infrastructure conditions 

video. 

 Given this mixed modularity we can understand online video at large as a constellation of 

the global forces of network cultures that constitute its very materiality.  However, because of 

particularity of videos as archived objects, these forces do not obtain to all videos in equal 

measure at all times.  Key terms such as the global, national, transnational, local, personal, phatic 

operate according to fluid and modifiable assemblages.  Thus we can make an analytical cut in 

the fabric of online video; but, due to the modularity of online video and its functioning in expert 

systems, this cut can serve as a suitable representative of video culture even though it may 

instantiate diverse intensities.  In the case of “Charlie,” vernacular, personal, and phatic modes 

prevail on the surface; however, as I will demonstrate in the following sections, these modes are 
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imbricated by global concerns over risk and trust.       

“Charlie Bit My Finger—Again”: The Phatic and the Vernacular 

 The legacy of phatic as a key term in the study of communication began with Bronislav 

Malinowski.  Reflecting on the communicative habits of “primitive societies,” Malinowski 

considers the “the case of language used in free, aimless, social intercourse” (313).  Malinowski 

brands these forms of talk “phatic communion.”  Phatic communion encompasses “mere talk” 

that “does not function here as a means of transmission of thought” (315).  Rather, phatic 

communion works to bind agents together with sentiments of sociality, fulfilling an innate human 

need for congress.  Malinowski's assessment of phatic communion as dependent on “mere talk”--

talk lacking referential or metareflective content—suggests his mixed opinion on the status of 

phatic communion in human communication.  While phatic communion constitutes an essential  

facet of human interaction, it is subordinate to higher forms of language use that convey thought 

such as poetics (316).   

 In a more recent and thoroughgoing analysis of the phatic, John Laver takes issue with 

Malinowski's dimunition of phatic communion as “mere talk.”  For Laver, phatic communion 

encompasses a complex set of communicative behaviors, including speech, gesture, eye contact, 

proximity, facial orientation, that serve to initiate and guide interaction between agents by 

presenting aspects of the agents identities (236).  Rather than being empty words, phatic 

communion is crucial for transitioning in, out, and through social encounters, in the process, 

overcoming reticence or inattention and building solidarity (see also Coupland, Coupland, and 

Robinson 212).  Thus, the greeting “How are you” not only declares an agent's sociality to an 

other, it also tests the potential for further conversation, sets provisional guidelines for this 

conversation, and signals degrees of intimacy and interest between speaker and listener.  It is this 
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definition that I will provisionally adopt when dealing with “Charlie” and online video in 

general.  Certain qualifications need to be made though.  First, Malinowski and Laver associate 

the phatic with face to face, interpersonal encounters, not the asynchronous, archival exchanges 

that take place in digital video networks such as YouTube.  This is easiest enough to advance 

through so long as we keep in mind that human communication has for a long time been marked  

by some space-time distantiation among interactants, the most apparent being letter writing or 

telephone conversations, both of which generally proceed with some phatic gesture announcing 

the need for sociality—a hello, a good-bye, a wish you well, a it's been a long time, etc.  The fact 

that vlogs are not live should not diminish the potential for phatic address.  Rather, it should alert 

us to other channels for phatic sociability to be constructed2.  “Charlie” is case in point.  Neither 

Charlie, nor his brother Harry, nor the brother's parents address their YouTube audience directly.3    

However, Harry and Charlie gain involvement by gazing and speaking directly at the camera and 

simulating a face to face encounter (see Kress and van Leeuwen 122 ).  Viewers can feel as if 

they were taking part in the scene as it unfolds.   

 A second, more notable complication when discussing the phatic in online videos 

involves context: where do these online phatic encounters take place?  In live interpersonal, 

context helps determine the texture of phatic exchanges.  For example, meeting your boss in her 

office may oblige a more formal phatic and less sociable overture than if you encountered her in 

the grocery store.  But what context conditions “Charlie's” phatic exchange?  The cavalier 

answer is that there are as many contexts as there are moods of viewers.  In making an analytic 

slice, however, I offer two: the global complex of risk/trust societies and the domestic space of 

                                                
2 On other channels, consider how the lipstick imprint of lips on a love note can establish sociability and intimacy 

without relying on words or how cologne can suggest a romantic frame for an encounter. 
3 One reason for this is that no one anticipated there would be an audience for such a video.  The video was 

intended for the brothers' grandparents living in America (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vljBw14HIo). 
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vernacular video production.  The latter and most salient I will address summarily while the 

latter will follow in the next section.  As defined by Howard Rheingold, vernacular video is 

characterized by its low production values and its conversational pragmatics, suggestive of the 

common language-sense of the term vernacular.  However, as the proliferation of living room 

vlogs  and desktop video editing demonstrate, vernacular video also implies the meaning of the 

original Latin vernaculus—domestic.  The low-threshold natures of vernacular video production 

almost inevitably leads to this inflection.  Lacking sets, props, and exotic locations, the 

vernacular video producer must rely on the objects and spaces at hand, which is generally where 

the producer lives.  Consequently, a domestic mis en scene aesthetic becomes inscribed within 

the technical definition of vernacular video, carrying with it the familiar signs of everyday life—

pets, make-up application, family.  “Charlie” is prototypical in its instantiation of this vernacular 

aesthetic as it captures a (supposedly) unrehearsed, familial scene within the private space of the 

home.  This vernacular image, rife with codes of mundanity fills in the contextual gap, fostering 

a sense of familiarity and intimacy, which then occasions sociality.   

 

The Face Work of Erving Goffman 

 Representations of familiar social encounters in vernacular video only fulfill one part of 

the phatic equation.  While habituated practices and expectations can frame social encounters, 

they alone do not adequately explain how and why actors invest themselves in these encounters.  

What sets of variables decide whether a person waves to an acquaintance passing by in the hall 

or stops and talks with them?  What prevents someone from drifting away from a video playing 

in his/her browser?  This question is especially critical when examining the phatic qualities of 

“Charlie” because unlike the example of two acquaintances passing each other by “Charlie” does 
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not feature a direct appeal to arrest someone's attention.  To begin to explain the transitive 

dimensions of “Charlie's” phatic-ness, I turn to Erving Goffman's notion of face work. 

 Goffman defines face as:  

[The] positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others 
assume he has taken during a particular contact.  Face is an image of self delineated in 
terms of approved social attributes—albeit an image that others may share, as when a 
person makes a good showing for his profession or religion by making a good showing 
for himself. (“On Facework” 5) 

A person's face is a relational self, constructed through interactions with others during a specific 

encounter.  Consequently, face work involves a person's management of his/her comportment 

with the goal of securing a positive impression or protecting the self from harm, which can 

include personal affronts, public disgrace, and threats of violence.  Underpinning this process is 

conjoined vulnerability.  An actor opens herself to rebuke, neglect, and disappointment when 

addressing an other.  At the same time, she risks the sanctity of the other's self by obliging the 

other to perform with acceptable sociality.  Face work then is most often about saving face and 

preserving social equilibrium (37—40).  For example, if a speaker makes an inappropriate 

comment, addressees may excuse themselves from the interaction, attempt to change topics, or 

pretend to not have heard or understood the remark, thereby affording the speaker the 

opportunity to recover him/herself or, at least, not dig a deeper grave.   Given this, the transitivity 

of the phatic becomes clear: interactants become responsible to and for each other, and they 

fulfill this responsibility by demonstrating their abilities as social beings.  The question now 

becomes, How does “Charlie” evoke face saving responses from its audience? 

 To begin, let us consider how the video ends.  After wailing in pain, Harry recovers 

himself and smiles at the camera.  Charlie grins mischievously, seemingly knowing that his 

conduct was bad and that he cannot be held responsible for it.  It is not a stretch to say that 
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“Charlie” ends on a cute note.  To this observation, I would post two counterfactual questions.  

What if Harry had smacked Charlie in response?  What if Charlie's bite had drawn blood?  The 

video would likely strike the opposite note, provoking outrage that two parents would let their 

children hurt themselves while video taping them, and then have the audacity of publicizing it to 

the world.  The face constructed between the video producers (Charlie and Harry's parents), the 

video text, and the audience would be compromised.   

 However, because the video ends with both boys smiling and no harm done, it achieves 

cuteness or, in Gregory Bateson's terms, play.  According to Bateson, play among mammals 

derives from a meta-signal which denotes that a contest does not have real stakes.  A play fight 

mimics all the actions of a combat, but those involved understand and communicate to each other 

that this is non-combat (177—180)4.  In “Charlie's” case, this meta-signal of play extends 

beyond the brothers to the observing parents and the YouTube audience as well, announcing that 

“Everything is OK and we can now laugh about it.”  By diffusing any hint of jeopardy in the 

situation, the video thus accomplishes a key phatic aim: generating  consensus by avoiding 

threatening behavior and extending good will.  Multiple faces are saved.  Charlie is seen as 

impish and delightful rather than bratty.  Though in pain, Harry eventually composes himself and 

acts with precocious empathy rather than react with vengeance.  Charlie and Harry's parents can 

take credit for rearing two well-adjusted boy rather than endure questions about why they stood 

by with a video camera while their children fought.  Finally, the audience is obviated of the 

burden to feel outrage or offer some face saving gesture of their own.  They can “simply” enjoy 

the cute, domestic scene.   

                                                
4 It would be useful to compare “Charlie” with “fighting siblings Samantha and Eddie 12-15-

2009(part 2)” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHbnbvSinGY&feature=related).  Although “fighting” 
has much less exposure, it serves as a compelling juxtaposition of content. 
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 I do not mean to suggest that face work always appeal to Hallmark ideals.  What should 

be emphasized on the topic of face work is how it relies on interactants taking responsibility for 

the sociality of the encounter and how it trends toward equilibrium.  This said, the signs of 

cuteness, family, and play that “Charlie” presents achieve legitimacy because they index a 

current cultural problematic, what Ulrich Beck has dubbed the risk society.  In the following 

section, I will discuss how the tendential forces of risk and the dialectically-linked concept of 

trust as formulated by Beck and Anthony Giddens constitute a field in which face saving work 

found in “Charlie”, face saving work which seeks to allay an atmosphere of jeopardy, gains 

purchase.           

  

The Dialectics of Jeopardy: Risk/Trust 

  Risk societies refer to post-industrial societies which are organized not by traditional 

familial, gender, or class roles but by the distribution and management of risks (42).  Beck 

primarily concerns his inquiry to human-made, global risks such as pollution, terrorism, and the 

collapse of enmeshed financial markets.  Because these risks have long-term, molar effects, 

responsibility disperses through a web of local, national, international, transnational, 

governmental, and privatized associations which leaves individuals affected by these risks 

without recourse to justice or relief, breeding anxiety and disillusionment over the potential for 

future, if speculative, injury.   

 Building off Beck's thesis, Anthony Giddens argues that techno-scientific advances in the 

calculation of risk had led to the end of “providential reason.”  Increased knowledge of the leads 

to increased uncertainty as attempts to master the natural world spawn consequences that elude 

the most careful planning (Modernity and Self-identity: Self and Society in the Late Modern age 
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27-29).  As a result, individual lives acquire a more optative quality as actors must constantly 

prepare for contingency without the assurances of any foundational safety net.  For Giddens, this 

preoccupation—what he calls “ontological security”--with safety informs a majority of human 

activity across cultures (Modernity and Self-identity 40—42).  Drawing on Donald Winicott's 

object-relations psychology, Giddens states that ontological security mediates an individual's 

relationship with the world as it “brackets out” potentially ego-destroying forces that engulf the 

self.  In Giddens' formulation “chaos” threatens from every corner of life, even from the prosaic 

corners of everyday life.  Thus, ontological security refers to an individual's propensity for 

accommodating dangers that jeopardize the self and for building trust among other social actors.  

 Contributing to this atmosphere of jeopardy are what Giddens terms disembedding 

devices—institutions that “lift out” actors from their traditional (pre-industrial and industrial) 

social arrangements, of which I have already discussed: the expert system.  Because individuals 

must rely on expert systems separated in time and space and occulted from lay knowledge by 

virtue of their specialized practices, the chance that something may go wrong increases.  In 

Vincent Miller's reckoning of “phatic media,” the pervasiveness of  disembeddedness in 

contemporary society has inspired an almost pathological need for individuals to broadcast their 

sociality in response to the anomic side-effects of risk (394—398).  I contend that this view 

neglects two significant components constituent of disembedding devices.  First, even though 

disembedding devices do stretch social exchanges over space and time, elevating uncertainty, 

they simultaneously demand greater outlays of trust from individuals.  To Miller, Beck, and 

Giddens, I would argue that risk societies are also trust societies because it is only through the 

diversification of trust that individuals can engage with expert systems and get anything done.  

Put another way, expert systems would not be deemed expert were it not for lay adopters trusting 
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in their expertise.  Second, both Beck and Giddens dialectically inflect their understandings of 

disembeddedness with re-embeddedness.  Giddens writes, “By this I mean the reappropriation or 

recasting of disembedded social relations so as to pin them down (however partially or 

transitorily) to local conditions of time and place” (The Consequences of Modernity 79—80).  

Manuel Castells  situate this phenomenon in terms of religious fundamentalism (The Power of 

Identity 12—26; see also Giddens Runaway World 66—68).  Religious fundamentalism seeks to 

combat the disruptions to older social regimes (e.g. patriarchalism) resulting from the forces of 

globalization by returning to the traditional texts and institutions, preserving community identity 

in the process.  We can easily read fundamentalist movement against axes of risk and trust.  The 

to traditional communities, regardless of how traditional these communities really are, foreclose 

avenues of risk by fixating on a trust corpus of knowledge and practices.  Tradition is only 

tradition when rhetorically metonymized with key terms concepts such as stability, perdurance, 

and certainty, concepts which mobilize trust, or in the case of religious fundamentalism, faith. 

 Set against the axes of risk and trust, a clearer chart of the rhetorical vectors animating 

“Charlie” emerges.  In a very broad sense, the disembedding devices of globalization encourage 

dialectical responses of uncertainty and trust.  Following this through line, we can say that the 

expert system of YouTube represent a specific instantiation of disembeddedness as it 

operationalizes the time-space distantiation of its video artifacts, its video producers, and its 

viewers.  YouTube both dramatizes the far-flungness of a globalized planet and serves as an 

aggregating public which creates connections between diverse populations.  Apart from existing 

in a generalized field of disembeddedness, YouTube's own logic of use overlaps with the wider 

risk/trust cupola of globalization.  People who post their videos leave themselves open for 

criticism, indifference, or misunderstanding from some while also extending a measure of faith 
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that their videos will be greeted warmly by others or at least gain high visibility.  “Charlie” 

represents a compensatory response to these valences of risk.  By depicting a playful situation 

that raised but immediately abates any taint of jeopardy, “Charlie” acts as an antidote the 

diffused atmospheres of risk that range over a globalized world.  Moreover, because of the phatic 

face work it obliges, viewers do not simply receive icons of security.  Viewers participate in the 

construction of a confidence-inspiring face.  By their smiles, viewers trust that Harry and Charlie 

are merely playing, trust that no injuries occurred, trust that their parents are responsible care-

givers and not shameful publicity hounds, all of which contributes to a phatic equilibrium.  

Absent threats and engrossed by the cuteness of the scene, sociality can occur.   

 With the potential for sociality established by the video's phatic transitivity, comes the 

potential for re-embeddedness.  While we cannot speak of an installation into a particular spatial 

enclave as we might for religious fundamentalist movements, we can ascribe to “Charlie” a re-

embeddedness and and reinforcement of several enduring rhetorics.  The face of Charlie and 

Harry, arrayed around play and innocence, reinforces the notion of childhood innocence, 

goodness, and purity, which render children, in the words of Susan Moeller, “the moral referent” 

(38).  Attending this conceptualization, are the obligations of guardianship.  The face work that 

obviates concerns over Charlie and Harry's supervision does not only vouchsafe the brothers' 

parents, it also emphasizes a general responsibility to children which here involves letting 

children be children—letting them be their innocent, good, pure selves unfettered by even 

camera coaching.  Thus, a viable adult-child relationship relies on the adult preserving essential 

sanctity of children.  This diagnosis becomes clear when “Charlie” is compared with an 

advertisement from the Christian Children's Fund 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_aRUUdEFRY).  Between .53 and 1.03, the faces of four 
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children appear.  The youthful physiognomies still convey innocence, but the forlorn expressions 

alert the viewer that something is wrong.  According to the advertisement, poverty it to blame; 

but, as these images demonstrate, poverty is especially pernicious to children because it prevents 

these children from being children, or at least, from conforming to the consecrated Western 

image of children.   

Conclusions: Not-so-final Jeopardy 

 For those favoring more radicalized understandings of participatory video culture, the 

above analysis may seem to confirm the criticisms of YouTube as symptomatic of a media 

saturated age in which people feel driven to expand their social circles to cope with the anomie 

of modernity or that the prevalence of phatic modes in vernacular video arrests political 

innovation because it inevitably leads people back to the same constraining ideologies in the 

pursuit of social equilibrium.  “Charlie's” rhetoric certainly mobilizes conventional themes of 

childhood and parental expectations and offers easy bromides for issues of risk and trust.  As a 

cultural artifact, it offers two instructive lessons for those who would marshall the global scale 

and visibility of YouTube and other video networking sites for more civic-centered activities.  

First, “Charlie” demonstrates how the rhetorical stylings and phatic pragmatics of vernacular 

video can generate communities by involving individuals in the maintenance of a public face, 

stabilized through interactional equilibrium.  Second, “Charlie” demonstrates that this 

equilibrium closely subtends from initiatory and transitive phatic exchanges.  By this I mean that 

equilibrium is contextual, not essential, and that variations in phatic address and transitions will 

coordinate various forms of equilibrium, thus opening up a field of possibilities for invigorating 

or revising forms of cultural participation. Though the rhetorical analytic presented in this paper 

is still in its formative stages, I believe the fine-grained and polyvalent accounts of phatic and 
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vernacular properties of “Charlie” will enable scholars, practitioners, and instructors of digital 

video to begin addressing the concerns raised by Henry Jenkins  regarding the “participation 

gaps” in participatory culture which “has to do with access to cultural experiences and the skills 

that people acquire through their participation within ongoing online communities and social 

networks” (http://www.henryjenkins.org/2007/05/9_propositions_towards_a_cultu.html). 

Theorizing the phatic allows us to better muster such online communites and social networks by 

pushing our perspective beyond the technical givens of network culture—that we are linked 

electronically—and to an awareness of how these links are made.   
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YouTube Videos Roll 

“Charlie Bit My Finger—Again.”  <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_OBlgSz8sSM)> 
 January 1, 2010. 

“Charlie Bit My Finger Interview.”  <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vljBw14HIo>  January 
 1, 2010. 

“Christians Children's Fund.”  < http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_aRUUdEFRY>  January 1, 
 2010. 

“Evolution of Dance.”   <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMH0bHeiRNg>  January 1, 2010. 
“fighting siblings samantha and eddie 12-15-2009(part 2).”   

 <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHbnbvSinGY&feature=related.>  January 1, 2010. 
Lavigne, Avril.  “Girlfriend.”   <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bg59q4puhmg> January 1, 
 2010. 
“Thriller (original upload).   <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hMnk7lh9M3o>  January 1, 
 2010. 
“Very Angry Cat—Funny.”  

 <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hPxGmTGarM&feature=related>  January 1, 2010. 
 

 

 

 

 


